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1. PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-ANTICIPATION.
Letters patent No. 354,lM3, issued to Connolly December 7,1886, No. 247,472, is-

sued to Beiersdorf & Bunker September 27, 1881, No. 313 429, issued to Kenna March
3,1885, No. 334,102, issued to Bnnker January 12, ]886, No. 384.845, issued to Bunker
January 12,1886, aJ1d No. 273,630, issued to StevensMarch 6, 1883,the principalfeature
of each of which is the use of spiral. or coil springs to connect the base and rocking
part of Ii l?latfortn rocking-chair, loc,ated at opposite sides of the chair center,and in
the center of the oscillation of the chair-seat, and rigidly connected to said parts, are
not anticipated by springs manufactured under letters patent to John Flinn,339,-
754, issued April 5, 1881, or No. 845,673, issued July 20, 1886, which were attached
only at one place on the base rail aud rocker of the chair, and were not rigid and
firm, but were long and weak, and would not hold the upper aud lower rocker to an
alignment, and to the use of which guides and stops and other appliances were
necessary. These objections and noises, sudden jerks, a wobbling motion, and the
sense of insecurity caused thereby, combined to make the use of the springs lim-
ited, and they cannot be regarded as anticipating the Connolly invention, which
was generally accepted and used.

2. SAME.
The use of such coil or spiral springs is not anticipated by the use for a sim-
ilar piIrpose of steel springs made of flat sheet steel of various thicknesses and
strength, attached to the base and rocker so as to receive a tortional spring
action, and operate with a twist against itself, giving the chair a jerky twisting
movement, unpleasant to the occupant.

In Equity. Bills for infringement of letters patent.
Banning, Banning & Pavson, (M. D. & L. L. Leggett, of counsel), for

complainant.
Henry C. Ranney and Henry McKinney, for defendant.

RICKS, J. The complainant has filed six bills in equity under six
different letters patent owned by it, and of which the defendant is charged
with infringement. The complainant asks for a decree for perpetual in-
junction, but waives any accounting as to profit and damages. The sev-
eral patents sued upon, and the different claims which it is charged the
defendanfinfringes, are as follows:
First, the Connolly patent of Decembel' 7, 1886, This patent is num-

bered 354,043, and was originally applied for on July 30, 1880. A
provisional application was made on March 23, 1885, which entitles it on
the record to date back to the date or time of the·origillal filing. Thete
are two claims in this patent, as follows:
"(1) '.rhe combination in a chair of a seat having rockers secured to its nn-

del' side, a base having a lower support for said rockers. and two spiral springs
rigidly connected to said parts, respectively, and located and secured at oppo-
site sides of the chair center. and constituting the connection between the
seat and base parts of the chair, for holding the rockers and their lower sup-
port in alignment and proper relative position, substantially as described.
. " The cornbinationin a chair of a seat having rockers secured to its un-
der sMe,·a base 'haVing a lower support for said rockers, and two spiral
springs rigidly connected to said parts, respectively, and located anddl'scribed
atopposite sides of the chair center. and in the center of oscillation of the
chair-seat, and constituting the connection between the seat and base parts
of the chair for holding the rockers and their lower sllpport in alignment and
proper relative position, substantially as described."
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The defendant is charged with infringing both these claims.
The patent sued upon in the other case is the Biersdorf & Bunker

tpatent, of September 27, 1881, numbered 247,472. Application for
this patent was filed November 15, 1880, but after application of Con-
nolly. It has only one claim, to-wit:
"Ina platform rocking-chair, the combination, with the base rail. A, A,

prime. and rockers, B, B, prime, resling upon such base rails. of the broad
and stiff spiral spring, C, 0, prime. connected rigidly with such base rails and
rockers, and being both deflected and extended when thechairis rocked. such
springs being wholly the movement and po-
sition of the l'Ockers and of the base railB. substantially as described and
shown."
The next patent sued on is the Kenna patent, of March 3,1885, num-

bered 313,429. This patent contains five claims, but infringement is
only charged of the first, second, and third. Without qi.lOting these

claims in full, I refer wthe brief synop9is thereof of complainant's
counsel in their brief, in which they describe the claims to be that "the
spring called [or has end portions of the wire extendlld beyond the side-
of the spring, and connectors for securing the extended end portions di-
rectly to the respective parts of the chair." In the third claim the con-
nectors are called" bracket plates," while in the first and second claims
the broader term "connectors." :is psed. Of course, the greater includes
.the lesser; the bracket. plates are cpnnectors. These connectors hold the
respective ends of the spring at several points, so that they are ,rigidly
and securely attached to the rocker and base rails. chair.
The next patent is the Bunker patent of January 12,1886, numbered

334,102. This patent four" claims, but is only
charged of the first and fourth, which are as follows:. . .
"(1) A bracket for platform rocking-chair attachments, comprising- tWo.

parts, one attached to a coil spring'. and tile other.to portions
of the chair; thetwo when in.operation being secured together
by one interlocking with or into the other at the side of the spring, substan-
tially as described. " .
"(4) A. tiracket .for platf.orm rocki'ng-chair attachments comprising two-

parts. one to.berigidly lIttached:to, the chair, and the other rigidly to the coil
spring, .the two. to be rigidly cO,llnected toge.ther by oue· with or
,ipto the other. Ilnd to be held in their proper relatiye pOSitions when in use
by the diawiiig of thespri'ng. whereby, bymeans of the rigid at tach-
ments of their ends, the springs are flexed or bent by the rocking of the chair,
substantially as described." .
The next sued upon. is the BtinkerpatentofJanuary12, 1886,

-numhered 334j345. Infringement of both claims is' charged. These
daims arellsfollows: ,:;. . .
." (1). A •for side

prOJectIOns forsecunllg olielllld:of the sprmg.ljnq.atJeast one of Bald
projections .a shoulder. and .1?ell1g adapted'tq bf/,nserted between the
coils. of the SPl:ipg, said shoulder .on the inside of, tllfl end coil when the-
spring is in place, whereby the is held in p)ace,and prevented from.
being drawn away from the rockers and uase railsoUhe chair, substantially.as described. " .
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"(2) .A.bracket· for platform rocking-chair attachments, siije pro-
jectiops to partially embta,ce or encircle the sides of the end coil of the spring
to a ·the pliddle projection having ashollider, and being
adapted to be inserted between the end coils of the spring,' 'said shoulder be-
ing on the inside of the· end coil when the spring is in place, whereby the
spring is held in place and rigidly attached to the upper an(ilowerparts of the
chair, respectively, substantially as described."
Tl;le next patent is the Stevens 'of March 6, 1883, numbered

273,630. This patent has six claims, but infringement is only charged
of the sixth, which is as follows:
"(6) The combination, snbstahtially as'shOwn and described. with the base

and rocking portions of a base rocking-chair, with flexible stops connecting
the two, and arranged in the rear of a vertical line of rest or center of motion
of the rocking-chair, and in front of the point where gravity would overturn
the chair backward, positively limiting the backward and forward movementl:l
of the rocking portion, and preventing theoverturnirig thereof, as specified."
The defendant has answered in each case, and denies that the letters

patent sued on are valid, because the patentee named therein is not the
inventor, nor the assignee of the inventor; that said invention has been
in common use by the public for more than five years prior to the is-
suing of letters patent, or the filing of the application therefor; that
Baid invention is not new, novel, or useful; and denies infringement.
He furtlier says that the springs sold by him are manufactured and put
on the market by virtue of letters patent duly issued to him by the
United States under date of April 5, 1881, .and numbered 239,754, the
application therefor having been filed on the 26th day of April, 1880;
and also by virtue of certain other letters patent duly issued and granted
to him by the proper officers of said government under date of July 20,
1886, and numbered 345,678, all of which letters the defendant exhibits
to the court. The defendant further claims that he is the sole and origi-
nal inventor of the invention and articles named and descriued in said
letters patent, respectively. .
The contention as to priority of the inventioR between the Connollys

and the defendant relate to the spiral spring covered by the claims set
forth in complainant's patent numbered 354,043, and the springs ex-
hibited by defendant, especially Exhibits 5 and 11. The complainant's
spring was first made and used on a tilting office-chair, in the fall of
1876, in the offices of Connollys in Philadelphia, Pa. A tracing
drawing of this chair with the spring attached is exhibited to thedep-
osition of Thomas Connolly, and identified by him and Joseph B. Con-
nolly nsa correct representation of the original chair and spring as made
by them. They are corroborated in this testimony by the evidence,of
Clayton W. Nichols, who identifies' the drawing as a correct repre.-
sentation pf a chair made by the firIllwith which he wac; conl1ecte(I,
Hutchinson, Nichols & Co., of Philadelphia, for the Connolly Bros.. bl!
tween July and December, 1876. He fixed the time definitely by

Ipade on their original account-books in the months of Augm:t
.1876. A copy of these charges, item byitem, is

-in Mr. Nichols' testimony. He saw the chairjn usc in Connolly'soffice
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those· dates. The Connolly Bros. continued making ex-
perillients and improvements in spring u.ntil about July 30, 1880,
when their invention .was perfected,and application was made for letters
patent numbered 354,043. In their application the applicants state
what constitutes their real invention. I quote as follows:
"The essential idea or feature of our invention being the connecting to-

gether and holding in proper position of the seat and base parts of a chair
haying rockers secured to the under side of its seat part, and a base having a
lower support therefor, by two spiral springs located at opposite sides of the
chair center. We, of course, do not wish to be understood as limiting OUf-
selves to special forms of construction, or in any way as waiving
the use of proper
The defendant contends that this invention was anticipated by various

forms of spiral springs in common use before the Connolly invention.
He offered in evidence exhibits of nine different forms of such flprings, all
claimed to have been in prior use. The evidence of such use is confined
to the testimony of the defendant and a foreman in his employ in Phila-
delphia in 1876. The original springs then claimed to have been used
are not produced. Springs of similar construction and use are produced,
and which it is claimed are duplicates. Proof oiuse of Exhibits fj and
11 experimentally is offered, but proof of· use of No. 12 is wanting.
Even conceding that the springs exhibited performed all the functions
claimed for them, the proof of use and application to the purposes
claimed for them is not as satisfactory as the law The delend-
ant did oot show that activity and earnest purpose to put these springs
in use, and to demonstrate to the public their utility, that is common
and natural to inventors who feelthf!t they have cpnceived something
newanduseful. The most that is claimed by the witnesses is that some
of these springs were used and applied on rockers repaired and put in
use in a tew places in Philadelphia. The times and places, and the per-
sons by whom they were so used, are very indefinite. A few of these

were kept on hand ready tor sale. The evidence shows that
some sales were actually made, but there is nothing to show that the de-
fendant had sufficient confidence in fhese springs to attach them to new
rockers, and place them upon the market and push their sale. He did
not seen} to have confidence in the utility of his invention. There is no
evidence that it was accepted or adopted by the public in general use.
In fact, the whole testimony in the case shows that during these months
the defendant was experimenting with these springs, and endeavoring to
perf'ectan invention. But the invention does not appear to have been
completed by the defendant. rr:he springs were not applied and used
and put upon the market, clahmng for them that they would meet the
uses for which they were invented. The objections to the defendant's
springswere obvious: They were attached at only one place on the base
rail and rocker of the chair, and were not rigid and firm. The springs
were long and weak. The wire was not stiff enough,and the springs
were well attached to hold the upper and lower rockers to
an alignment. Guides and stops and other objectionable appliances were
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necessary to make the use of these springs even possible. Noises, sud.
den jerks. a wobbling motion to the chair, a weakness and want of sense
of security and safety on the part of the occupant all combined to make
the use of this spring very limited. In truth, the springs as used were
not capable of accomplishing all the useful results claimed in the patent,
and cannot, therefore, be claimed as having anticipated the Connolly in-
vention. On the other hand, the Connolly invention seems to have
been generally accepted and used. Its utility was shown by such gen-
eral use and adoption. Platform chairs soon became popular. The tes-
timony of a large number of manufacturers of furniture, offered by the
complainant, shows clearly the objections to the old springs, and the
general acceptance by the public, and the advantages recognized in, the
new springs. The prima facie case of invention made by the letters pat-
ent has thus been strengthened and broadened by the testimony of com-
plainant's expert witnesses and the manufacturers, who testified as to the
practical results following the use of the springs as claimed in the patent.
This general acceptance by those best qualified to judge of the utility of
the invention strengthens the claim that a patentable invention is cov-
ered by the letters sued on, and, where there is doubt whether the in-
vention really exists as claimed, this fact ought to turn the scale.
The defense i3 based, not only on the anticipatory character of the

springs used and made by defendant of the various kinds exhibited,
and which defense, for the various reasons above given, was held to
be established, but it is next claimed that defendant manufactured his
springs by virtue of letters patent numbered 239,754, and numbered
345,678. Exhibits 6, 7, and 8 are ofl'ered as springs covered by pat-
entnumbered 239,7.54. These are steel springs, made of fiat sheet steel
of various thicknesses and strength. They are attached to the rockers
and base, and given a torsional spring action. This spring operates
on a twist against itself. While the spiral spring operates on a straight
line, tilt, or draw, the action' of the fiat spring is a constant strain on the
metal in use. The spiral spdng has a regular yield. The two springs
belong to different classes. But the fiat spring has not been successful.
It gave a jerky, twisting movement to the chair, not pleasant to the oc-
cupant. The strain on the metal caused by the constant motion of the
chair soon made the spring brittle, and it was liable to snap and break.
I do not think these springs contain the invention shown in the Con-

nolly patent numbered 354,043. The spring covered by patent num-
bered 345,678 is in many respects like the other exhibits filed by the
defendant, and without the features added since the date of complain-
ant's invention Dlay fairly be held to come within the reasons hereinbe-
fore given for finding that it is not rigidly attached at more than one
point, and does not perform the same functions as the spring covered
by the invention under No. 354,043. I am therefore of the opinion
that complainant is entitled to a decree sustaining the validity of its pat-
ent in 'each of the six cases hereinbefore cited, and finding that there is
an infringement of the first and second claims of patent numbered 354,-
043, of the single claim of patent numbered 247,472, of the first, sec-

v.46F.no.2-8
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oud, and' third claims of patent, numbered 313,429" of tme Jirlst and
fourth claims of patent numbered 334,102, orthe first arid, .second claims
of patent numbered: 334,345, andofthe sixth claim of patent numbered
273,630; and, complainant having waived a decree for profits an,1 dam-
ages, a perpetual injunction may issue against the defendant, restrain.
ing him as prayed in the several bills.

NA'rIONAL TYPOGRAPHIC Co. et al. '1'. NEW YORK TYPOGRAPH Co. et al.

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. March 11,1891:)
J'.'

1., PATENTS FOR I);'VEN:I!lOXs-TYPE-SETTING
Letters pa,tent NO'. 317,828, for the combination, in a ma0hine for producing print-

, ingbars, of a series of independent matrices, ,representing 'single characters, hold-
ers for such matriCeS; a series of finger.4eys representing the rj3spective charac-
ters, intermediate mechanism to assemble the matrices in line, and a casting mech-
anism to co-operatewith the assemtlled matrices, so as to prodti'ce aline of type set
in a solid bar, is infringed by a machine in which each of the mechanisms performs
the 'same function as in the patented machine, though there are differences in the
mechanisms of the infringing machine tending to simpliCity and improvement.

2. SAME-INJUNCTION-PR&SUMPTION OF VALIDITY.
,The fact that said patent has been unquestioned for nearly six years, during
wbich time the machines have been in'the market, and over $1,000,000 has been in-
vested in manUfacturing them, is sufficient to fortify the presumption of the valid-
ity of the patent, though there has been no previous adjudication thereon.

3. SAME-EVIDENCE.
A preliminary injunction will not be granted to restrain alleged infringements

of a patent in which there is a disclaimer of what is covered by another applica-
tion, where a copy of such other application is not produced, so that the court can
ascertain the ex.tent of the disclaimer.

In Equity. On motion for injunction.
Betts, Atterbury, H,yde & Betts, for complainant.
Kerr & Curtw, Jor defendants Hall, Starring & Van 'Vormer.
Lowrey, Stone & Auerbach, for Press Pub. Co.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. That the machines manufactured and sold
by the defendants may be lighter, smaller, cheaper, more easily
ated, and more efficient: that they may be a decided improvement 011
the Mergenthaler machine, and may I as such, commend themselves more
readily to, the pu bJic; thfl,t they are themselves patented, and that, if
put in cOl1'l.petitio.nwith the earlier machines, they would prove
more attractive to purchasers I\,nd users,-.,..each of which points is pressed
with great force by the def.endants,-fis whollyimmRterial,' if the
plainantll' main contentionis a sound one', viz.: That the Mergenthaler
"linotype 'is covered by a foundation patent; that it embodies a combi-
nation wholly new in the ,printing art, which marks the first great step
in advaucetaken for over 400 years, and which; though aiS
all new foulldation inventions· are, of subsequent improvement, has; yet
delllonstratedjts ability, practically and efficiently, to: perform the work
which it was designed to do. If, up.on the case now presented, it
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peandhat Mergenthaler is a'pionool" inventor, he is to be secured the
fruits of what he invented aind covered by his patent, even as against a
subsequent inventor, who, though he may have greatly improved it,
still uses the original invention which, lies at the foundation of the art.
See cases cited in notes to section 894, 'Rob.' Pat. Three patents are de-
clared upon,(Nos. 313,224, 317,828, and 345,525,) but this motion for
preliminary injunction is based solely upon the second and third. As
to the third, (No. 345,525,) there is a disclaimer of what is covered by
another applieation of the same inventor, which application is not in evi-
dence, and is'now in interference in the patent-office with some third
person. Such application, which would limit with exactness the meas-
ure of the disclaimer, is a proper matter for consideration by the court,
when interpreting the patent; and inasmuch as the complainant, who
presnmablycould do so, does not furnish a copy of such application,
the motion for preliminary injunction under that patent should be de-
nied. The decision of this motion, therefore, hinges upon the second
patent. The claim relied upon is as follows:
"(1) In a maclline for prodllcing printing bars. the combination uf a series

of independetrt' m:atrices. each representing a single charact!'r. or two or more
characters. to appeal' together,.holders or magazines for said matrices. a series
of finger-keys,representing the respeCtive characters. intermediate mechanism.
sllbstantially ,as to assemble the matrict's in ,line. and II casting
mechanism.substaniiall.y as described. to co-operate with the assembled mat-
rices. "

The product of the combination of machinery described in the pat-
ent, nud thus daimed, is a line of type cast in a solid bar, presenting
on its printing edge any combinatioIi of letters and printer's marks
which the operator may desire, produced automatically. By its use a
grent change is introduced i'11to the' printer's art, wherehy the type-set-
ting of single types is dispensed with,' and the matter is set up from
"slugs" or each containing, 'not a single letter' nor a single word,
but any conceivable combinntion of words and figures. That such a
change in the art is almost revolutionary seems to be practically con-
ceded; the df'fendants insisting, however, that the merit of the inven-
tion, which effected it must be shared so largely with others. earlier in
the field,that Mergenthaler can, at most, claim but an extremely small
part of it for himself. Upon the papers, however, it, appears that Mer-
genthaler w'as the first man, who united in a single machine the instru-
mentalities, which, by of the operation of finger-keys, assembled,
from magazines or holders, independent disconnected matrices, each
'bearing:a single character,carried each individual character independ-
ently,one 'by one, to a comnl0l1 composing point, where they were
placed in line, and were thereupon brought in contact with and closed
the face; bf a mould, of the' 'exact lcngth of a predelerillined line, into
which inonld, by the 8Ubsequent operation ofthe same machine, molten
metal wal) injected and a cast taken, which' cast COllsists of a line bar

having OIl its' printing edge any desired combination of
;characters,' and which is it leaves the machine for irnlJositian on
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the form. Some such combination was required to solve a problem,
with which inventors in the field of the printer's art had struggled for
years, and there is not found in any of the earlier patents and methods,
which have been put in evidence by the defendants anything which
fairly anticipates it. Some of the advantages secured by the Mergen-
thaler machine had existed separately before, but all of them could not
and did:niOt exist, until some one made the combination which lies at
the foundation of that machine. When that was once made, the way
.was open for a newdepartnre in the printer's art. The defendants
themselves, in the circular which they issue recommending their own
machine to the public, enumerate, as among the benefits secured by it,
the getting rid of the disadvantage due to individual type, with its dan-
gers of" squabbling," the abandonment of single type as the unit, with-
out having to provide the too large cases required when "logotypes" are
used, the avoidance of the necessity of keeping a large stock of type, the
adoption of the line bar, cast automatically from assembled matrices, as
the unit of composition, and the securing of a "new dress" every day.
These same results, however, are all achieved by Mergenthaler's inven-
tion, which, moreover, is not a mere paper machine, but one practically
operative. The patent which covers it may therefore be fairly consid-
ered a foundation patent, llnd its claim should be broadly construed.
When thus construed, infringement seems plain. Though there are
differences in the form and structure of the intermediate mechanism,
tending to simplicity and perhaps improvement, and in the form of the
casting mechanism, still each of these mechanisms, as it is embodied
in the defendants' machine, performs the same function as the corre·
sponding mechanism in the Mergenthaler machine, in substantially the
same way, and they are combined to produce the same result. The com-
bination which is covered by the claim is the same in both.
The question remains whether the prima facie presumption of the pat-

ent has been sufficiently fortified by proof of public acquiescence, there
being no prior adjudication in its favor. The patent bears date May 12,
1885. Since. that time over a million dollars have been invested in the
purchase of factories, the erection of plants, and the development of
the machinery in.all its mechanical details. Machines embodying the
invention have been manufactured and set to work,principally in the
offices of various newspapers of large circulation. Most of these news-
papers, it is contended, belong to a syndicate, which is in some way in-
terested in the patent, and their machines were purchased at a price,
which gave no financial profit to the stockholqers of the corporation
which owns the patent. But it rlo(;Js not appear that the use of those
machines were merely experimental, nor that they were offered only to
such papers. On the contrary, the {'omplainant corporations have ap-
parently endeavored to advertise and promote the sale of their ma-
chines, both here and abroad. In 1889, and again in 1890, a machine
of Mergenthlller's attracted\lthe notice of the Franklin Institute, which is
clllimed t.obe a scientific society of high standipg, and 'yhich awarded
two medals in recognition of its ingenuity. Certainly there is no reason
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to suppose that that branch of the printing art, which has occasion
to use such machines has for years been ignorant of the fact that an in-
vention, of the character described, was claimed by Mergenthaler, was
being put into practical use, and was offered to the public; but, although
such invention lllet a public need, was manifestly of great utility, ap-
parently solved a problem that had been waiting solution for hundreds
of years, and seemed destined to work a revolution in the methods of
composition for the press, no one undertook to trespass upon the rights
secured by the claims of the patent, until the defendants' machine was
put upon the market, within a few months past. The complainants gave
due warning, by written notice to the defendants, (or to those having a
common interest with them,) that any attempt to manufacture and sell
machines such as that of the defendants' would be resisted in the courts,
and promptly upon the exhibition of such machines for sale here this
suit was begun. There is sufIicient to fortify the presumption of the pat-
ent, el:ipecially as there seems so little real question about either its
validity or the infringement of the claim, above quoted, by defendants'
machine. The motion to vacate the service of process upon defendants
Ford Starring and Frank L. Hall is granted. An injunction restraining
his individual action only may issue against the defendant Van Warmer.
Injunction against the use of the Rogers machine may also issue against
the defendant the Press Publishing Company.

TRUAX V. DETWEILER.

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. March 27,1891.)

PATENTS FOR IXVEXTIONS-INJUNCTJON-PRACTICE.
In a suit for infringement of a patent a decree granting a perpetual injunction

was entered by default. Afterwards a second patent was issued for an invention
similar to complainant's, and the defendant began to manufacture articles under
such. aecond patent. Hdd, that the court would not on motion declare defendant
guilty of violating the injunction, complainant's remedy being to bring a new 8uit.

In Equity. Motion for attachment for alleged violation of injunction.
Livingston Gifford, for complainant, cited:
Thomson v. Wooster, 114 U. B. 114, 5 Bup. Ct. Rep. 788; Goodyear v. Evans,

6 Blatch!. 121; Morse FountClin Pen Co. v. Estel'bl'ook Steel Pen Manu;l' g
Co., 3 Fish. Pat. Cas. 515; Cook v. Ernest. 5 Fish. Pat. Cas. 396; McComb v.
Enwst,1 Woods. 195; Minneapolis Hal'vester Works v. McCormick Hm'vest-
ing·Ma(:h. Co., 28 Fed. Rep. 565; Vulcanite Co. v. Gal'dner, 4 Fish. Pat. Cas.
224; Colli,gnon v. Hayes, 8 Fed. Hpp. 912; Atlantic Giant Powdel' Co, v. Ditt-
ma1' Powder Manuf' g Co., 9Fed. 316; Cantrell v. Wallick, 117 U. S. 689,
6 Ct. Rep. !J70; Clough v. Manufacturing Co., 106 U, S. 178, 1 Sup. Ct.
Hep. 188. 1!J8; Sickels v. Borden, 4 Blatchf. 20; ButT v. Kimbark, 29 Fed.
Rep. 432; Matthews v. Spangenberg, 15 Fed. Hep. 813; Wetkel'ill v. Zinc Co.,
1 Ban. & A. 106; Cmi.q v. Fisher, 2 Sawy. 345; Hamiltun v. Simons, 5
Biss.77.


